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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA, and your brain 
masseur. Get ready for your brain massage. 
Debates are usually difficult to rate, but ursday night’s debate was 
not one of them. 100%—Trump Won! Let’s talk about the good, the 
bad, and the ugly of the first presidential debate for election 2024. 
Does it bode ill or well for the U.S.? Everyone is talking about 
replacing Biden. Trump Tweeted the breaking news announcement 
of who has been chosen to replace Biden: Donald J. Trump! 
What’s going on with “originalist”  Barrett?  1

e First Amendment is being attacked by the usurper Biden 
government. e U.S. government has been caught collaborating 
with private institutions to censure free speech.  Barrett thinks 2

that’s okay! Happily, she was unable to convince Kavanaugh, or 
even Roberts—that was a surprise! Of course, omas, Alito, and 
Gorsuch would be on the side of the Constitution. ink of it! Amy 
with Katanji and Sotomayor. So we got a win from the SCOTUS on 
the same day Trump trumped Biden on the Stump—bureaucrats 
can no longer legislate from their cubicles. e Legislature is the 
ONLY body politic with the power to make laws. [Hallelujah!] 

 992.5.2-ANALYSIS/ Barrett concedes point on originalism https-//www.nbcnews.com/1

politics/supreme-court/live-blog/live-updates-amy-coney-barrett-faces-questions-
supreme-court-confirmation-n1243016#ncrd1243178

 992.31.1-OAN Freedom of speech scores a win  https/t.co/FaClGUO0gp" / X https-//2

x.com/OANN/status/1806105101184209104
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Amy’s excuse for supporting the right of government to pressure 
social media to censure free speech was that the States had “no 
standing” to bring their suit against government officials who 
participated in this outrageous abuse of our liberties. She said her 
rule, or standard, for standing was there had to be a reason to 
expect a repeat of the abuse on the part of government actors 
infringing upon our free speech rights that occurred during 
p[l]andemic-1. Well, here comes p[l]andemic-2. Russian Military 
Defense Says the US Has Relocated Ukrainian Bio-Labs to Africa 
and Are Planning to Release Avian Flu to Start Another 
P[l]andemic, and Blame It OnePutin.” 
Woah! Is this for real? Of course, I’m not surprised, but still, is this 
for real? Okay, okay. Sorry. I’m just stunned by this news: “FBI 
Whistleblower testifies under oath that FBI won’t allow 11,000+ 
hours of J6 footage to be released because it would expose 
undercover agents committing crimes inside Capitol.”  Yep! Here is 3

an article that substantiates this.  4

Okay, Oklahoma! Let’s get the Bible and the Ten Commandments 
back into our schools. Oklahoma’s State Superintendent says, “e 
Bible and the Ten Commandments are Foundational for Western 
Civilization and will be IN EVERY SINGLE CLASSROOM IN THE 
STATE.”  (By the way, I’m preaching a 4th of July special series for 5

JULY—every Sunday AM e Bible and the Bill of Rights! 10:45 
AM and 5 PM—at the LIGHTHOUSE!) 
Well, my friends! It’s time—for your BRAIN MASSAGE®. 
[TRUTH] 

 https://x.com/jessies_now/status/1806360980366008722/photo/13

 992.23.1-Whistleblower/ FBI had informants, officers in Capitol on Jan 6 https-//4

americanmilitarynews.com/2023/05/whistleblower-fbi-had-informants-undercover-
agents-in-capitol-on-jan-6-they-may-be-on-video/

 992.13.1-OK State Superintendent says the Bible and Ten Commandments 5

Foundational IN EVERY SINGLE CLASSROOM IN THE STATE!!!! I have tears of joy!!!! 
WOW!!! Drop a . If GOD IS https-//x.com/MJTruthUltra/status/1806409323817656573
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Debates are usually difficult to rate, but ursday night’s debate was 
not one of them. 100%—Trump won! 
I mean, the only people who think Joe did well are Joe and Jill and 
maybe a handful of die-hard delusional Dems—and aer ursday 
night’s delightful debacle, there aren’t many of those le. Listen, the 
LEFT is devastated—their support for Biden is collapsing. Here, 
listen [INSERT SCREAMS-30s].  Okay, that was the first time 6

Trump beat Hillary! Looks like it’s shaping up to be a “rematch.” 
Did you see that moment when Biden joined his supporters aer 
the debacle (er—debate)? Jill acted like a liberal Soccer mom 
comforting her little boy aer a failed performance: “Joe, you did 
such a great job. You answered every question; you knew all the 
facts.” Unreal! at’s all she could say about Joey’s performance.  
en she turned to her audience and said, “And what did Trump 
do?” Even though this was obviously rehearsed, the crowd forced 
what was, to me, a less-than-convincing response, adding their 
voices to her distorted, angry, and vicious face, screaming, “LIE.” 
See it here.  7

Joey looked like the juice finally kicked in! No kidding, he had 
more composure and confidence than he showed on the debate 
stage. He took the mic and went directly to one of his old stories 
about a line he claims his brother used to quote from one of John 
Wayne’s movies.  8

Biden describes the scene in amazing detail, details that change 
almost every time he tells the story. is time, it went like this: A 
Comanche Chief, sitting next to Wayne on a Bluff, points to the US 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A1IrRxoRkbQ6

 See it here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a9nYLnrou8A7

 992.11.4-https-//www.msn.com/en-za/news/other/biden-calls-trump-a-lying-dog-8

faced-pony-soldier-after-debate-reviving-slur-he-used-against-voter/ar-BB1p3SyK
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soldiers saddled below and calls them “lying, dog-faced pony 
soldiers.” [IBID. and ]. He has used this story oen. 9

Turns out that Biden’s favorite way of calling someone a liar is itself 
a Biden lie! ere is no John Wayne movie where this scene occurs. 
None! In fact, no one has been able to find any movie where this 
expression is used. e closest anyone has been able to come is a 
Tyrone Powers film titled Pony Soldier, in which one of the Indian 
characters says: “e pony soldier speaks with a tongue of the 
snake that rattles.”  10

e TRUTH about this “pony soldier” line has been out there for 
years—YEARS! And yet Biden cannot stop using the same yarn—
and he is still doing it. 
is is perfectly consistent with what we know is a fixed Biden 
character trait—He cannot tell the truth about anything! Even aer 
he has been told the truth about something so simple as, hey, dude, 
that line was never used in any of the 180 John Wayne movies that 
anyone has been able to find. Stop it with the “pony soldier” bit! It 
makes you look foolish and, well, like a liar! 
e “lie” is Biden’s default position! at’s because Joe is a LIAR, 
and he is in league with the father of it. 
It’s ironic, but perfectly consistent with the character of the entire 
le today, that the only reaction we get from the Bidenistas is to 
SCREAM Trump LIED! And then for Biden to use a LIE to call him 
a liar. at’s it! And as per usual, they don’t point to any particular 
lie; they just scream: LIAR! 

 992.11.5-Joe Biden misquotes John Wayne, calls voter a 'lying, dog-faced pony 9

soldier' for asking about poor Iowa show - MEAWW https-//meaww.com/joe-biden-
new-hamshphire-woman-lying-dog-faced-pony-soldier-asks-him-iowa-results-quote-
john-wayne

 992.11.6-Biden’s “lying dog-faced pony soldier” moment, explained - Vox https-//10

www.vox.com/2020/2/10/21131327/biden-dog-faced-pony-soldier-new-hampshire
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Look, I think it’s great that the CNN audience got full exposure to 
what Biden is. e only people in America who might not have 
already known Biden is the Liar-n-Chief are CNN devotees. 
Everyone else already knew this. 
During the debate, Joe lied repeatedly. And I’ll be specific!  
Before the debate, Snopes, not known for having any love for 
Trump, debunked Biden’s claim that at Charlottesville, VA, Trump 
called neo-Nazis and white supremacists “very fine people.”  Here 11

is the complete video of the speech—Trump clearly denounced 
neo-Nazis and white supremacists as bad people. 
Here, listen for yourself: 
First, the “very fine people” statement in context: [INSERT 29s] 
Next, listen to him explicitly condemn neo-Nazis and White 
Supremacists: ]INSERT 120s] 
What should outrage you is that every single one of those wicked 
liars knew this. All the reporters present there, CNN, ABC, NBC, 
every single one of them KNEW THIS WAS A LIE — they showed 
their hand long ago, long before this. But here, GOD dropped their 
cloak of self-righteous “journalistic” integrity and exposed them for 
the LIARS they are, and now the entire CNN audience got to see it 
first hand.  
First, one of their favorite “fact checkers” comes out with an 
admission — Trump never said neo-Nazis or white supremacists 
were “very fine people.” I cited the reference in these notes. Here is 
it again in case you don’t want to go back looking for it.  A 12

welcome admission. Two questions. First, what took you so long? 
It’s only 7 years ago—you know this for seven years and now you 

 992.11.7-No, Trump Did Not Call Neo-Nazis and White Supremacists 'Very Fine 11

People' | Snopes https-//www.snopes.com/fact-check/trump-very-fine-people/

 992.11.7-No, Trump Did Not Call Neo-Nazis and White Supremacists 'Very Fine 12

People' | Snopes https-//www.snopes.com/fact-check/trump-very-fine-people/.pdf
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admit it was a lie? Second, why now? Why, exactly one week before 
the debate, do you come out with this? A warning to Joe not to go 
there? at could be handled within his inner circle, right? A setup 
to expose Biden to the CNN audience, knowing that idiot Joe could 
not help himself and would go there? But I’m getting ahead of 
myself. 
Literally. See the entire speech here.  I mean, he repeatedly 13

clarified that the “very fine people” on both sides was a reference to 
the peaceful protestors gathered on both sides of the issue—by the 
way, it was about removing the statue honoring the memory of 
Robert E. Lee back in 2017. e entire propaganda organ of the 
LEFT, aka, the Main Stream Media, piled on with this lie that 
Trump called white supremacists “very fine people.” All the “talking 
heads” on the le jumped on the “band-wagon” with this LIE. 
However, the people who were there knew better, and the video of 
the event documented the truth. at video was available to anyone 
who would bother to check it out, and the truth finally trumped 
their lies! 
It has been manifestly PROVEN that the msm, and the entire 
Demoncrat Party “conspired” to hang this LIE on Trump because 
they conspired together to paint Trump as a neo-Nazi, and a white 
supremacist. ey extracted the line, “You had very fine people on 
both sides,” totally out of context, and BIDEN KNOWS THIS. 
Biden’s team knows this. e entire Demoncrat Party knows this, 
and the leadership knew it from the beginning. 
Why am I laboring on this point? Look, nothing came out in that 
debate we did not already know about both candidates—but one 
thing was put on display to the entire CNN audience that those 
people did not know—BIDEN IS THE LIAR, NOT TRUMP! 

 992.27.1-VIDEO-President Donald Trump On Charlottesville/ You Had Very Fine 13

People, On Both Sides | CNBC - YouTube https-//www.youtube.com/watch?
v=JmaZR8E12bs
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For years, the LEFT has le this hanging out there. No one I know 
on the le came out with a clear admission that the statement was a 
LIE. Until just before the debate. What, suddenly, Snopes gets a 
conscience? And another thing, why even bring it up? In what 
context did Snopes bring this up? I searched the article, and the 
only thing I found was a statement that the issue “remains 
controversial.”  
What did come out in this debate, besides the fact that Biden is 
manifestly unfit to lead a class of second graders on a field trip—no 
parent would leave their child this demented man, who, not only 
might lose their children but also fearing abuse by this hair-sniffing, 
daughter-showering pervert, the entire CNN audience was exposed 
to Biden as the psychopathic liar we have all known him to be from 
the very beginning of his political career—the man is a 
pathological, a compulsive liar — here is a short list: About the 
claim that Trump called fallen American soldiers “losers and 
suckers” Biden says, “Who are you going to believe—a four-star 
general or Trump?” Well, that’s easy! Trump! Besides, wasn’t Biden 
accused of sexual assault by a staffer, who had no history of lying, 
or any reason or motivation to lie—no “Stormy Daniel’s” demand 
for hush money—her name is Tara Reade—she was vilified and 
Biden, a documented serial liar, was protected: so, who are you 
going to believe? 
I found this in a Tweet and can’t find the source: Biden’s lies include 
how, why, and where his son Beau contracted brain cancer; his role 
in desegregating movie theaters and restaurants—the liar fought to 
keep segregation; his oen spouted participation in civil rights sit-
ins—never happened; his college and law school class standing—
remember that? Documented LIES! His claim that he visited 
Nelson Mandela during apartheid—another LIE. His ridiculous 
claim that he was “raised [in] the black church,” that he played 
football for the University of Delaware, that the driver, who 
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accidentally struck and killed his first wife and daughter, was 
drunk. All lies! What I already brought out about his repeated lie 
about what Trump said about Charlottesville, add to that his lie 
about Trump saying we should drink or inject bleach to fight 
COVID. And aer Biden bragged about pressuring Ukraine’s 
president to fire the Attorney General investigating Burisma while 
his son, Hunter, served on the board, and then Biden has the 
audacity to deny he pressured Ukraine to fire the prosecutor 
investigating Burisma, and the ridiculous LIE, that we all know 
now, documented by written correspondence and recorded 
conversations, that Biden didn’t know about and never discussed 
Hunter’s business dealings with his Dad: LIES! A small kitchen fire 
“almost killed” his wife—LIE! His claim that he has ridden a 
“million miles” on Amtrak—LIE! His story that he was “shot at” in 
Iraq—LIE! And his recent fixation on the LIE that inflation was 
“9%” when he became president! LIES!  
Look, even when you make allowances for differences in 
perspectives, the man has an aversion to facts. e reason is simple. 
e FACTS don’t support his LIE! 
And it’s becoming increasingly clear that not only does he avoid 
facts when telling stories about others and himself, he is living in a 
delusional world totally disconnected from reality.  
e bag Biden brigade is in full operation right now! Very high-
level Dems are calling for him to be ousted and replaced. Kamala 
has begun making some moves. is has been churning below the 
surface for some time, and it’s been boiling up from time to time, 
but now it’s in full tidal wave motion.  
Bongino thinks there is a 51% chance they dump Biden. Man, it 
looks more like a 90% chance to me. But Bongi’s right? It would be 
very complicated unless Biden willingly steps aside. And this would 
have to happen at the Convention—not before. If he does it before 
the Convention, Kamala steps in. 
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Believe it or not, even with Biden’s abysmal performance in the first 
debate, Kamala continues to poll below Biden. (What do you bet 
they come out with a poll that puts Biden below 30%, low 20s!  14

Watch! ey’ll show Jill the polls and try to convince her to pull 
Joey out of the race.  
But, here’s the problem for Jill! e Presidency is the only 
protection she has to avoid prosecution for the Biden CRIME 
Family. ey were all in on the influence-selling scheme. ey will 
have to guarantee protection to her. Man, JUSTICE is moving in on 
this whole crowd, and when JUDGMENT begins to STIR in service 
to RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION — it can be fearsome! 
So here is the concern many of us have been talking about. Jesse 
Waters expressed it well when the Five offered their analysis of the 
debate: “Biden did great! Held his own! Stay with him! Please!” 
Something like that!   
What will DEMS do? Bring in Hillary or Michelle. Don’t 
underestimate the political power of the Clintons—remember, 
Hillary once openly warned she could take down the entire liberal 
apparatus of DC. What about Michael-Michelle Obama? What 
about Newsome—you see what they are trying to do, right? 
ey want to get rid of Biden because he is senile, old, and 
incapable of leading, not because they reject his policies—they 
want it to be about his age! ey want a sympathetic way to dismiss 
him; then play the sympathy card they have worked so hard to 
establish. en they spring someone in who is young and vital—
looking! It’s all about “looks” to these guys. Trump understands that
—long ago he was asked about running for President, and he 
dismissed the idea because it’s all about looks and not about 

 992.11.8-Joe Biden / Favorability Polls | FiveThirtyEight https-//14

projects.fivethirtyeight.com/polls/favorability/joe-biden/
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policies or substance.  Here is the video of that interview.  (2 15 16

minutes into the interview. See 00:02:00 to 00:03:00.) He said 
someone with views that are right, but unpopular “wouldn’t 
necessarily have a chance of getting elected against somebody with 
no great brain but a big smile.” [IBID] 
Anyway, I need to move toward a wrap on the show today. 
e LEFT is imploding! In my humble opinion, Trump did great. 
As I said in my comments on the Brain Massage® LIVE aer the 
debate, I thought the rules, intended to help Biden, actually helped 
Trump. e questions were, for the most part, honest and serious. 
e moderators stayed out of the debate. Trump did a good job of 
exploiting Biden’s obvious lies by countering with facts, and when 
Biden put his aphasia on full display, Trump responded in a 
manner perfectly suited to bring attention to the problem without 
coming across as mean or cruel! He handled himself throughout 
with candor and compassion. Biden, on the other hand, lied like the 
devil he is—he looked weak, and, frankly, he was pathetic.  
I think we should be careful not to play into the le's game plan; 
don’t let them make this all about Biden, the pathetic, doddering, 
but lovable, ice cream-licking old man who has simply served 
beyond his usefulness. Instead, we should capitalize on something 
the CNN audience saw that had been hidden from them all along: 
Biden is a LIAR! And he has always been a LIAR! 
If you bite on the Obama/Hillary gambit, presenting pitiable Biden 
as a sacrificial pawn, Biden as a man merely too old to be President
—they’ll bring in a younger man with that “BIG” Carter SMILE! 
at’s what they did in 1976—an unknown, I mean nationally 
speaking, an unknown governor of Georgia was recruited to step in 
at the last minute, practically—no one knew the guy! ey could 

 992.27.2-Trump Said in 1980 He Wouldn't Run for Office Because 'It's a Very Mean 15

Life'? | Snopes https-//www.snopes.com/fact-check/trump-1980-mean-life/

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lkiZ2r3G4kA16
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sell him as anything they thought the people wanted. Weary of the 
political antics surrounding the effort to compel Tricky-Dick 
(Nixon) to resign (something Hillary was neck deep in—fired, by 
the way, for her repeated tendency to use deceit and unethical 
means to advance her case against Nixon. Now, be forewarned, all 
the “liberal fact-checkers” will cry foul—but the fact is her boss 
literally said he fired her for being a liar and unethical.  But what. 17

really happened was, she was transferred, forced off the case. 
Hillary can call it what she wants; her boss, Jerry Ziefman, said he 
fired her for being a liar and unethical.  
Oh, and guess what? e motivation for going aer Nixon was fear 
he would expose the “crimes of Camelot.” [IDIB.] Jerry saw it then 
— he described Hillary’s actions as “Hillary’s Pursuit of Power.” 
[IBID.] Her boss on the Watergate impeachment inquiry wrote that 
during the Watergate inquiry, Clinton “engaged in a variety of self-
serving, unethical practices in violation of House rules.” [IBID.] 
When asked about whether he fired her for being a liar and being 
unethical, he explained: “Well, let’s put it this way: I terminated her, 
along with some other staff members who were … no longer 
needed, and advised her that I would not, could not, recommend 
her for any further positions.” [IBID.] 
So, you know what, as Providence would have it, so be it! But it 
seems Hillary is the most natural “go to.” We shall see, and it will 
likely come out during the Convention! 
It’s complicated. Because Biden has to forfeit his delegates. He has 
to willingly step down. ere are complications regarding shiing 
the money over to a new candidate. MERCY, will they go so far as 
to assassinate Biden and make him a martyr? May GOD forbid! 
ey’ll pin it on some MAGA named Oswald! 

 992.31.2-Hillary Clinton’s Former Boss Says He Fired Her From an 17

Investigative Position Because She Was ‘a Liar’ and ‘Unethical’? – Truth or Fiction? 
https-//www.truthorfiction.com/clinton-watergate/
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e DEMS are saying out loud that going with Biden is a 
guaranteed LOSS. My fears are confirmed valid — the concern now 
is that GOD will remove Biden — but have faith! God can beat 
Hillary, too! 
LOOK, I’ve run through my time. Let’s wrap it up! 

~END 992~ 

Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 
liberty. 
So that’s the good and the ugly of the first presidential debate for 
election 2024. Does it bode ill or well for the US? What’s the bad? 
What’s going on with “originalist”  Barrett? [Scared off from her 18

conservative moorings by comparisons of her to the TV 
Handmaid’s Tale? Or did someone sit down with her, showing her 
pictures of her children playing in their yard while remarking how 
important it is that she understand the limits of her autonomy as a 
Supreme Court Justice? As the darksome character with balmy 
visage gathers up his pictures and slinks out, Justice Roberts comes 
in to ‘splain things? What we know is that she is kicking against 
omas and moving away from her strict originalist position.  19

Something has happened! What?] 
e First Amendment is under attack by the usurper Biden 
government. US Govt. have been caught collaborating with private 

 992.5.2-ANALYSIS/ Barrett concedes point on originalism https-//18

www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/live-blog/live-updates-amy-coney-barrett-
faces-questions-supreme-court-confirmation-n1243016#ncrd1243178

 992.5.3-Amy Coney Barrett may be poised to split conservatives on the Supreme 19

Court - POLITICO https-//www.politico.com/news/2024/06/19/amy-coney-barrett-
supreme-court-conservatives-rift-00164047
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institutions to censure free speech.  [Amy thinks States that are 20

concerned about this and doing something about it don’t have 
“standing.” e States in the suit complain that government officials 
crossed the line, putting pressure on Social Media companies and 
Internet companies, like AT&T, to censure free speech during the 
pandemic. ey brought a lawsuit against the government officials 
who were involved in this behavior. Amy’s court says the States 
don’t have standing unless they can prove it will happen again. 
UNREAL! I expressed concerns about Amy because she had only a 
very short time in the role of judge and had spent almost all her 
time as a CLERK. Now, here is the problem with that. Clerks think 
like bureaucrats —they are easily buried in minutia and cannot see 
past it. Now, this is an important thing to discuss. On one hand, I 
am totally against reading the Constitution loosely or reading into 
or outside the limits of the language of the Constitution. We want 
jurists to resolve questions about the language by examining the 
original intent of the writers of that language. at’s the idea of 
original intent—we want jurists to apply the CONSTITUTION as 
WRITTEN, and not distort the language to support their private 
interpretations—such as happens very regularly in theology. e 
justification for interpreting the Constitution as if it is a living, 
growing, evolving document is that not doing so makes the 
document increasingly irrelevant to today’s special challenges—for 
example, the Second Amendment is considered archaic on the 
ground that the framers did not have bump stock rifles, or machine 
guns, or bazookas, or shoulder missile launchers. With regard to 
free speech, the framers did not have Internet, or Social Media 
platforms, and as a consequence, Stamos argues, we need to find a 
way to protect free speech and violate it at the same time—and the 
way he suggests we do this is the tried and proven best method for 
abridging our rights—use “government regulation.” Not personal 

 992.31.1-OAN Freedom of speech scores a win  https/t.co/FaClGUO0gp" / X https-//20

x.com/OANN/status/1806105101184209104
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regulation, the government imposed “regulation.” I say the best way 
to protect FREE SPEECH and provide protection against ABUSE 
OF FREE SPEECH is to EXPAND FREE SPEECH. EXPAND ON 
THIS. e same thing is true regarding the Second Amendment. I 
DON’TY MEAN ALLOW EVERYONE TO OWN FIGHTER JETS
—ALTHOUGH, I DON’T SEE A PROBLEM WITH THAT — I 
MEAN LET’S RETURN TO TEACHING EVERY CHILD IN OUR 
SCHOOLS HOW TO USE AND CARE FOR FIRE-ARMS, 
TEACH THE TRUTH ABOUT THE SECOND AMENDMENT, IT 
WAS INTENDED TO ALLOW THE PEOPLE TO PROTECT 
THEMSELVES AGAINST DESPOTISM. erefore, the private 
citizen must have access to sufficient arms for that purpose. 
EXPAND our RIGHTS, don’t CONTRACT them. EXPANSION 
not CONTRACTION.] 
[Because the people have so many independent sources for news, 
Stamos, former head of the Stanford Internet Observatory,—think 
about that—there is an “observatory” in Stanford that’s keeping an 
eye on the Internet universe?—Really?—you okay with that? His 
name is Alex Stamos,  a cybersecurity expert who is “working to 21

improve security and “safety” of the internet.” [IBID] He was the 
“Chief Security Officer” at Facebook, tasked to understand and 
mitigate information security risks. [IBID.] So what will happen if 
this gets appealed and it lands in Amy’s court? You bet! It’s going to 
be about “standing.” Here is her rule: you don’t have standing only 
because your rights have been violated by government intrusion 
and interference. No, that’s not good enough. You don’t have 
standing unless you show “a substantial risk that, in the NEAR 
future, at least one platform will restrict the speech of at least one 
plaintiff in response to the actions of at least one Government 

 992.34.1-Alex Stamos | FSI https-//cyber.fsi.stanford.edu/people/alex-stamos21
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defendent.”  Now, break that down for us Mr. Brain Masseur. My 22

pleasure: so, break it down dude.] 

Folks, Stamos is head of Election Integrity Partnership. He says we 
have to figure out the Newsmax and OAN problem. Wait till you 
hear this. INSERT CLIP 1 and 2.] 
[But not all rulings from the SCOTUS are bogus! Here is a J6 ruling 
that is very encouraging.   23

Woah! is this for real? Of course, I’m not surprised, but still, is this 
for real? Okay, okay. Sorry. I’m just stunned by this—“FBI 
Whistleblower testifies under oath that FBI won’t allow 11,000+ 
hours of J6 footage to be released b/c it would expose undercover 
agents committing crimes inside Capitol.”  Yep! Here is an article 24

that substantiates this.  [One of the statutes the DOJ used to 25

prosecute literally hundreds J6 protestors is invalid—this would 
include President Trump’s case, by the way! Jack Smith used this 
same statute to frame two charges against Trump in the ongoing 
DC case. It’s a statute passed in the ENRON days to provide action 
against what occurred when ENRON failed due diligence to protect 
the environment — ??? — it’s an “obstruction” statute that has no 
bearing upon what took place on J6 — Barrett DISAGREES with 
the majority court on this one. She thinks the statute did 
encompass the J6 actions—is she an idiot? She joins Sotomayor and 
Kagen. Bottom line, this ruling is good news for JUSTICE for J6.] 

 992.34.4- https-//reason.com/volokh/2024/06/28/why-does-it-at-lest-appear-that-22

justice-barrett-applies-new-heightened-and-elevated-standing-rules/

 https://x.com/RealMattCouch/status/180671061131881306323

 https://x.com/jessies_now/status/1806360980366008722/photo/124

 992.23.1-Whistleblower/ FBI had informants, officers in Capitol on Jan 6 https-//25

americanmilitarynews.com/2023/05/whistleblower-fbi-had-informants-undercover-
agents-in-capitol-on-jan-6-they-may-be-on-video/
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Okay, OK! Let’s get the Bible and the Ten Commandments back on 
the walls of our schools — and like the ARK in the house of Dagon, 
it will take down the 6-colored pride flags — etc. Oklahoma’s State 
Superintendent says “the Bible and the Ten Commandments are 
Foundational for Western Civilization and will be IN EVERY 
SINGLE CLASSROOM IN THE STATE.”  26

Amy said her rule was there had to be reason to expect a repeat of 
the abuse on the part of government actors infringing upon our 
free speech rights that occurred during plandemic-1. Well, here 
comes plandemic 2. Russian Military Defense Says the US Has 
Relocated Ukrainian Bio-Labs to Africa and Are Planning to 
Release Avian Flu (a bioweapon—like the COVID-19 “vaccine”—
see news on this coming down out of FL) To Start Another 
P[l]andemic, and Blame in One Putin.” 
[Check this out: (I need to vet the following: Kirillov alleges that 
Biden-owned Metabiota and other intermediary NGOs are running 
cover for the U.S. State Department and DoD, posing as 
humanitarian organizations to conceal their true objective of 
pathogen production for Big Pharma.  
Kirillov also pointed out that Biden-owned Metabiota, has been 
forced to stop operating in many African countries due to 
awareness of their nefarious biological weapon activities and 
agenda.  
Does anyone remember my post from just few a days ago about 
how Russia stepped into Ukraine and their first target was what 
they alleged as U.S. -funded Biological weapons labs? Bio-labs are 
the labs in which they manufacture all these diseases/viruses that 
they unleash on humanity to trigger pandemics. It is also in these 
labs that they manufacture these toxic and dangerous GMO seeds 

 992.13.1-OK State Superintendent says the Bible and Ten Commandments 26

Foundational IN EVERY SINGLE CLASSROOM IN THE STATE!!!! I have tears of joy!!!! 
WOW!!! Drop a . If GOD IS https-//x.com/MJTruthUltra/status/1806409323817656573
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and chemicals that are aimed at the mass culling of human 
population, as Bill from hell had always wished. I reported on this 
Russian lab destruction in Ukraine vigorously while the destruction 
was ongoing, two years ago. Now, they’ve relocated them to Africa 
as part of their mass depopulation agenda against Africans. ere’s 
just no room for carelessness and sleepiness anymore. e enemy is 
no longer at our doorstep. e enemy is in the building and we 
must mass sensitize in order to mass expel these parasites from 
hell.] 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch, and now you let me 
know if you see them.  
Email me by going to our website at branmassage.net. at’s 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 
email. 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 
805.314.2114. 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church.
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